University of South Florida
Election Rules Commission

Certification of the 2020 General Election:
President/Vice President and Senate

The following persons have been elected to serve as USF System President and Vice President:

Claire Mitchell and Gustavo Derigge Spangher

The following persons have been elected to serve as Tampa Governor and Lt. Governor:

Spencer McCloskey and Zachary Blair-Andrews

The following have won a Senate seat in the 2020 Student Government General Elections:

Samia Alamgir
Amira Albadrasawi
Andrew Canevari
Yovela Debesay
Nicole Delgado-Velez
Aliyah Edwards
Nora Eldin
Hector Erazo
Zowaib Farooq
Alexa Goldblum
Austin Halley
Muhammad Hambal
Madysen Humphries
Junayed (JJ) Jahangir
Thomas Knudsen
Gary Lopez- Perea
Claire Mitchell
Pratik Kacha
Seth Moore

Millennia Munguia
Sean Murphree
Muhammad Muzzamil Shaikh
Zachary Powell
Elizabeth Provost- Heron
Yaroslav (Nikov) Pushnikov
Martin Recalde
Johnny Rodriguez
Andrew Rosenblum
Faizan Saleem
Shiza Shah
Samuel Sklar
Will Smith
Amanda Trimbouetchi-Manrakhan
Karon Washington
Jillian Wilson
Nadaa Hussein
Noor Elgendi
Council Reps who have been Elected to the 1st Term of the Consolidated USF Student Government

1. Samia Alamgir
2. Amira Albadrasawi
3. Thomas Knudsen
4. Ivonne Lopez
5. Shiza Shah
6. Sharu Abraham

The Winner of the Our Shirt is:

Design 2

SGEF Continuation

Tampa Students are in favor of continuing the SGEF of $1.00

__________________________
Shemar Mckoy
Associate Supervisor of Elections